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We report the spatial anisotropy of the acousto-optic �AO� figure of merit M2 in LiNbO3 crystals.
The analysis is based on the indicative surfaces being calculated for several geometries of the AO
diffraction. Basing on these results the most efficient geometries of AO cells made of LiNbO3

crystals are determined. It is revealed that the cells made of certain nondirect crystal cuts provide
several times better AO diffraction efficiency comparing to the traditional ones, i.e., made of direct
cuts of LiNbO3. The obtained results present considerable practical interest since may be useful in
a designing of highly efficient AO cells made of LiNbO3 crystals. The methodology developed in
the present work may be applied to other crystal materials as well. © 2010 American Institute of
Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3510518�

I. INTRODUCTION

The characteristics of the acousto-optic �AO� cells made
of crystal materials are defined much by the geometry of the
AO interaction occurring in the anisotropic media. Its proper
choice provides the best diffraction efficiency, and accord-
ingly, minimizes an operating power of the AO cells which
constitute the key elements of many optoelectronic devices.
While such cells are being designed the knowledge on the
spatial anisotropy of the figure of merit �FM� M2�� ,�� is
strongly required. It allows not only to predict the basic char-
acteristics of the AO device but also to optimize the cell
geometry.1–7 Actual work deals with the lithium niobate
�LiNbO3� crystals being known due to their broad range of
applications, namely as highly efficient electro-optic,8–10

nonlinear optic,8,11–13 photorefractive,8,14 or acousto-
optical5,8,15,16 material. However, even up to date these crys-
tals, likewise as many other anisotropic materials, are not
always used in the most optimized geometries. In regards to
the electro-optical effect this problem was recently discussed
in details, see Refs. 4 and 9. It was revealed, for example,
that the cell made of the X1 /54°—cuts of LiNbO3 provides
of about three times higher modulation efficiency compared
to the ones made in their traditional geometry, i.e., as rect-
angular slabs being cut perpendicularly to the principal crys-
tallographic axes. Similar examples may be given also con-
cerning other properties of these crystals like, e.g., the piezo-
optic and/or photoelastic effects.17–19 In the present paper we
hence extend the spatial anisotropy analysis on the AO prop-
erties of LiNbO3 crystals having in goal to determine the
most optimal geometry of the AO coupling. Our search is
based on the indicative surfaces �ISs� technique.17,20–23 Re-

quired for such analysis the optical refraction indices, photo-
elastic and elastic tensor constants of LiNbO3 are available
in our recently published work.24 For this reason current con-
sideration will be limited mainly by a derivation of basic
equations, calculations of the ISs that describe the spatial
anisotropy of the FM M2�� ,�� and their analysis.

II. BASIC RELATIONSHIPS

To obtain the IS of the FM M2�� ,�� one must determine
first the vector characteristics of the interacting waves that
define the effective photoelastic constant pef via the
relation:6,7

pef = i�i�p̂afq, �1�

where �, �=1,2; q=1,2 ,3; i� and i� are the polarization
unit vectors of the incident and diffracted optical waves, re-
spectively, fq is the polarization unit vector of the acoustic
wave, a is the unit vector parallel to the direction of acoustic
wave propagation, p̂ is the photoelastic tensor given in the
principal crystallophysical axes set. In the case when �=�
the isotropic diffraction is considered, otherwise ����� one
deals with anisotropic diffraction. According to6 the sub-
script index q defines one of three possible acoustic wave
polarizations corresponding either to the slow �q=1� or fast
�q=2� transverse �shear� acoustic waves or to the longitudi-
nal �q=3� acoustic wave. Here Eq. �1� likewise the descrip-
tion following below are given in the coordinateless form.
The light polarization vectors i�, i� can be found by solving
the Maxwell’s equations for the plane electromagnetic wave
propagating in the anisotropic media. Assuming that i�k=0
one obtains:6

�̂i� − k�k�̂i�� = n�
−2i�, �2�a�Electronic mail: kityk@ap.univie.ac.at.
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where the subscript index � coincides with � or �, k is the
unit vector parallel to the propagation direction of the light;
�̂ is the dielectric permittivity given in the principal crystal-
lophysical axes set, n� is the optical refraction index defined
as:6

n� = �i��̂i��−1/2. �3�

Equation �2� should be solved separately for the incident and
diffracted beams taking into account that the scalar product
i�i�=���, where ��� is the Kronecker delta. The vector char-
acteristics of the elastic waves can be found by solving the
Christoffel’s elastodynamics wave equation. Taking into ac-
count that fqfq�=�qq� it then reads as:6

aĉaf = 	Vq
2fq, �4�

where 	 is the crystal density, Vq is the velocity of the acous-
tic wave, ĉ is the elastic tensor given in the principal axes
set. The relationship between the interacting optical and
acoustical waves is defined via the diffraction angle �� as
follows:1,6

ka = cos�90 ° − ��� = sin ��, �5�

It is commonly accepted that the basic AO characteristics of
the crystals materials are presented by means of several FM
coefficients25 among of which the most important is the FM
coefficient M2 characterizing the diffraction efficiency of the
AO media. It reads as:26

M2 =
n�

3 n�
3pef

2

	Vq
3 cos 
� cos 
� cos �a, �6�

where 
� and 
� are the shift angles between the wave-fronts
and propagation directions for the incident and diffracted
light given by the following equation:6

tg
� = n�
−2�k�̂i�� , �7�

whereas �a is the shift angle between the wave-front and
propagation direction for the acoustic wave being defined as:

cos �a = 	Vq
2�a�fĉf��fĉf�a�−1/2. �8�

One should be emphasized that the angels 
� and 
� are
small thus to a good approximation cos 
� and cos 
� in Eq.
�6� may be simply set to 1. Similar remark is not valid in
regard to the angle �a, which may be quite large and must be
considered explicitly.

III. EQUATIONS OF THE ISs pef„� ,�… and M2„� ,�…

Spatial analysis of the AO characteristics may be largely
simplified by considering, like, e.g., in Refs. 1, 6, and 27, the
particular case when the propagation directions of the optical
and acoustical waves are perpendicular each other �k�a�
thus the diffraction angle �� in Eq. �5� is equal 90°. By doing
so the wavelengths of the optical ��� and acoustical ��
waves appears to be omitted from the consideration what
reduces the number of dependent parameters. In the follow-
ing we apply the methodology developed in our previous
works �see, e.g., Refs. 4 and 17–23� for the electro-optic and
piezo-optic effects in crystalline materials which is based on

the analysis of the IS. The directional cosines for the radius
vector r �see Fig. 1� are defined in the crystallophysical axes
set X1, X2, X3 as:4,20,21

�r1 = sin � cos �, �r2 = sin � sin �, �r3 = cos � , �9�

whereas the rotating axis set X1�, X2�, X3� coincides, as usual,
with the propagation direction k of the light and its two
possible polarizations j � i� and r � i� such that k �X1�, j �X2�,
and r �X3�. Thinking of optically uniaxial crystals, to which
LiNbO3 belongs, the directional cosines of the unit vectors j
and k �see Fig. 1� may be expressed via the angles � and �
as:4,20,21

� j1 = − sin �, � j2 = cos �, � j3 = 0; �10�

�k1 = cos � cos �, �k2 = cos � sin �, �k3 = − sin � .

�11�

Here j or r coincides with the polarization of the ordinary or
extraordinary optical waves, respectively. Accordingly, k�a
and k� i� thus likewise to other types of the optical para-
metric effects considered, e.g., in Refs. 4 and 17–23, one
may build up three commonly used types of ISs for a given
acoustic wave polarization �q=1, 2, or 3� separately for iso-
tropic and anisotropic diffractions, namely so-called:

• Longitudinal IS �i� �a �r�;
• Transverse optical IS �i� �r ,a � j�;
• Transverse acoustic IS �a �r , i� � j�.

Table I presents a complete set of corresponding equa-
tions describing the ISs of the effective photoelastic constant
pef�� ,�� as well as the IS of the FM M2�� ,�� for different
types of the AO diffraction as specified in the left column of
this table. The subscript index in the brackets specifies the
diffraction type, i.e., the isotropic �is� or anisotropic �as� one.
The superscript index in the brackets specifies the type of the
IS for which either vector i�, vector a or both they coin-
cide�s� with the radius vector r; this is also mentioned in the
second column from the left of Table I. The refractive indices
nr and nj as well as the angels 
r and 
 j are defined by Eqs.
�3� and �7� taking into account that r � i� or j � i�, correspond-

FIG. 1. Spatial position of the rotating coordinate system X1�, X2�, X3� with
respect to the crystallophysical axes set X1, X2, X3 for the uniaxial crystals.
The axes X1�, X2�, X3� coincide with the propagation direction k of the light
and its two possible polarizations �j � i� or r � i�� such that k �X1�, j �X2�, r �X3�.
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ingly. Similarly, the elastic wave velocities Vr or Vj as well
as the shift angles �r or � j can be determined by means of
Eqs. �4� and �8� if r �a or j �a, respectively. One must notice
that the photoelastic constant is symmetric with respect to
the first two indices. For this reason Eqs. �15� and �17� co-
incide each other which reduces the number of ISs to five,
i.e., for each acoustic wave polarization �q=1, 2, or 3�.

IV. SPATIAL ANALYSIS OF THE IS M2„� ,�… IN LiNbO3
CRYSTAL

To calculate the ISs of the FM M2�� ,�� in LiNbO3 crys-
tal we substituted into Eq. �12�–�17� the crystal density 	
=4628 kg /m3, ordinary �no� and extraordinary �ne� refrac-
tive indices likewise the magnitudes of the elastic �Cij� and
photoelastic �pij� tensor constants as determined in Ref. 24:
no=2.2865, ne=2.2034, C11=199.2 GPa, C12=54.7 GPa,
C13=70.0 GPa, C14=7.9 GPa, C33=240 GPa, C44

=59.9 GPa, p11=−0.021, p12=0.060, p13=0.172, p31=0.141,
p33=0.118, p14=−0.052, p41=−0.109, p44=0.121. The ex-
treme magnitudes on the M2�� ,�� surfaces have been found
numerically and are presented in Table II. The geometries
characterizing by a strong AO coupling are marked by bold
font for the regimes of both isotropic and anisotropic AO
diffractions on the transverse �q=1,2� or longitudinal �q
=3� acoustical waves, respectively. In such a way we indeed
have determined the geometry of the AO cells which are
expected to provide the best diffraction efficiency for each
particular type of the AO diffraction. Explicitly for these
geometries we present the basic AO characteristics �see
Table III� likewise the three-dimensional plots of corre-
sponding ISs as well as their stereographic projections �see
Fig. 2�. The maximum FM with the magnitude M2=15.9
�10−15 s3 /kg takes place for the anisotropic AO diffraction
on shear waves �q=1� characterizing by the vector set
i� �a �r and i� � j. Such AO diffraction is indeed realized in

the cells made of nondirect X1 /−23.3° crystal cuts. In the
case of the isotropic AO diffraction the maximum FM �M2

=6.9�10−15 s3 /kg� exhibits the geometry defining by the
vector set i� �a �r which in fact corresponds to the light dif-
fraction on the shear elastic wave �q=2�. Its magnitude only
slightly exceeds the diffraction efficiency �M2=6.4
�10−15 s3 /kg� for the isotropic AO diffraction on the longi-
tudinal elastic wave �q=3� defining by the same vector set,
i.e., i� �a �r, and provided by the cells made of nondirect
X1 /46.8° crystal cut of LiNbO3.

The obtained ISs M2�� ,�� �see Figs. 2�a�–2�d�� can be
easily verified along the principal crystallographic directions.
Table IV lists several such geometries. While the wavevec-
tors and the polarizations of the light and acoustic waves
coincide with the principal crystallographic directions the
Eqs. �12�–�15� appears to be essentially reduced to the form:
M2=n6pef

2 / �	V3� with pef being equal to just one of the pho-
toelastic tensor component pij. For some geometries the pho-
toelastic tensor components, like p35, p15, or p62 are equal 0
�see first, second and last raw of the Table IV� which is

TABLE I. Basic equations describing the ISs of the effective photoelastic constant pef�� ,�� and the ISs of the FM M2�� ,�� for different types of the AO
diffraction. The subscript index in the brackets specifies the diffraction type, isotropic �is� or anisotropic �as�. The superscript index in the brackets specifies
the type of the IS, i.e., which of the vectors i�, a or both they coincide�s� with the radius vector r as given in the second column from the left.

Diffraction type Vector set

Equations of the IS

Effective photoelastic
constant pef FM M2

Isotropic i� �a �r pef�іs�
�i,a� =rrp̂rfq M2�is�

�i,a� =
nr

6�pef�іs�
�i,a� �2

	Vr
3 cos2 
r cos �r �12�

Isotropic i� �r ,a � j, i��a pef�іs�
�i� =rrp̂jfq M2�is�

�i� =
nr

6�pef�іs�
�і� �2

	Vj
3 cos2 
r cos � j �13�

Isotropic a �r , i� � j, i��a pef�іs�
�a� = jjp̂rfq M2�is�

�a� =
nj

6�pef�іs�
�a� �2

	Vr
3 cos2 
 j cos �r �14�

Anisotropic i� �a �r, i� � j pef�as�
�i,a� =rjp̂rfq M2�as�

�i,a� =
nr

3nj
3�pef�as�

�i,a� �2

	Vr
3 cos 
r cos 
 j cos �r �15�

Anisotropic i� �r, i� �a � j, i��a pef�as�
�i� =rjp̂jfq M2�as�

�i� =
nr

3nj
3�pef�as�

�і� �2

	Vj
3 cos 
r cos 
 j cos � j �16�

Anisotropic i� �a �r, i� � j , i��a pef�as�
�a� = jrp̂rfq

M2�as�
�a� =

nr
3nj

3�pef�as�
�a� �2

	Vr
3 cos 
r cos 
 j cos �r �17�

TABLE II. The extreme magnitudes M2
�ext� on the ISs M2�� ,�� of LiNbO3

crystals. The geometries characterizing by a strong AO coupling are marked
by bold font for each particular type of the AO diffraction on the transverse
�q=1,2� or longitudinal �q=3� acoustic waves.

Diffraction type Vector set

LiNbO3

M2
�ext� �10−15 s3 /kg�

q=1 q=2 q=3

Isotropic i� �a �r 4.7 6.9 6.4
Isotropic i� �r ,a � j 5.3 1.6 4.4
Isotropic a �r , i� � j 2.8 2.5 2.9
Anisotropic i� �a �r , i� � j 15.9 8.6 0.5
Anisotropic i� �r , i� �a � j 2.0 6.7 1.3
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defined by the symmetry principle. Accordingly, along these
directions the acousto-optical efficiency is characterized by
zero magnitude in well agreement with calculated ISs
M2�� ,��, see Fig. 2. The analysis of the IS and their stereo-
graphic projections also reveals that all the surfaces appear to
be consistent with Curie–Neumann principle.28 Clearly, the
IS are invariant here with respect to the symmetry operations
of the point group 3m describing the symmetry of the crystal
structure of LiNbO3 crystals. On the other hand, the ISs do
not exhibit a totally rotational symmetry �with the axis of
order infinity� what appears to be also consistent with the
German’s theorem.29

V. CONCLUSIONS

Taken together, we have evaluated the diffraction effi-
ciency in LiNbO3 crystals for the cases of the isotropic and

anisotropic AO diffractions. Its spatial anisotropy has been
analyzed in the terms of the ISs and their stereographic pro-
jections. The maximum diffraction efficiency with the mag-
nitude of the FM M2=15.9�10−15 s3 /kg reveals the aniso-
tropic AO diffraction on the shear elastic waves provided by
the cells made of nondirect X1 /−23.3° crystal cut. In the case
of the isotropic diffraction the maximum FM �M2=6.9
�10−15 s3 /kg� exhibits the AO diffraction on the shear elas-
tic waves in the cells also made of nondirect cut of LiNbO3.
Its magnitude is comparable with the diffraction efficiency of
the isotropic AO diffraction �M2=6.4�10−15 s3 /kg� on the
longitudinal elastic waves being provided by the cells made
of nondirect X1 /46.8° crystal cuts. For the geometries men-
tioned above the diffraction efficiency exceeds nearly twice
the AO efficiency of the frequently used cells that are made
of the direct cuts of LiNbO3. For comparison, the FM in this

TABLE III. Basic AO characteristics of LiNbO3 crystals for several most efficient cell geometries as marked in Table II.

IS Acoustic polarization

Optic wave Acoustic wave

pef

M2

�10−15 s3 /kg�

i�

�deg�
i�

�deg�
a

�deg�
f

�deg�
Vq

�m/s��� �� �� �� �a �a �f �f

M2�is�
�i,a� q=2 7 60 7 60 7 60 235 49.2 4340 0.139 6.9

M2�is�
�i,a� q=3 90 46.8 90 46.8 90 46.8 90 43.7 7360 0.303 6.4

M2�as�
�i,a� q=1 �90 23.3 0 90 �90 23.3 0 90 3480 0.154 15.9

M2�as�
�i� q=3 ¯ 0 90 90 90 90 90 83.2 6820 0.123 1.3

FIG. 2. �Color online� The calculated ISs of the AO FM M2�� ,�� and their stereographic projections for LiNbO3 crystals. �a� The isotropic AO diffraction on
the shear �q=2� elastic waves, i� �a �r; �b� the isotropic AO diffraction on the longitudinal �q=3� elastic waves, i� �a �r; �c� the anisotropic AO diffraction on
the shear �q=1� elastic waves, i� �a �r , i� � j; �d� the anisotropic AO diffraction on the longitudinal �q=3� elastic waves, i� �r , i� �a � j. All the numbers are given
in the units of 10−15 s3 /kg.
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case is characterized by a considerably smaller magnitude of
M2, just 2.92�10−15 s3 /kg.6 The obtained results present
thus a considerable practical interest since may be useful in a
designing of highly efficient AO cells made of LiNbO3 crys-
tals. The methodology developed in the present work may be
applied to other crystal materials as well. In this case the
equations should be derived for each particular symmetry
following the route as described in Secs. II and III.
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and polarizations of the light and acoustic waves coincides with principal crystallographic directions the Eqs. �12�–�15� appears to be essentially reduced with
pef being equal to just one of the photoelastic tensor component pij.

IS, figure
Selected direction

of IS �axis�
Acoustic

polarization

Optic wave Acoustic wave

pef

M2

�10−15 s3 /kg�

i�

�deg�
i�

�deg�
a

�deg�
f

�deg�

�� �� �� �� �a �a �f �f

M2�is�
�i,a� , Fig. 2�a� X3 q=2 ¯ 0 ¯ 0 ¯ 0 0 90 p35=0 0

M2�is�
�i,a� , Fig. 2�a� X1 q=2 0 90 0 90 0 90 ¯ 0 p15=0 0

M2�is�
�i,a� , Fig. 2�b� X3 q=3 ¯ 0 ¯ 0 ¯ 0 ¯ 0 p33=0.118 0.86

M2�is�
�i,a� , Fig. 2�b� X1 q=3 0 90 0 90 0 90 0 90 p11=−0.021 0.048

M2�as�
�i,a� , Fig. 2�c� X3 q=1 ¯ 0 90 90 ¯ 0 90 90 p44=0.121 8.6

M2�as�
�i,a� , Fig. 2�c� X1 q=1 0 90 90 90 0 90 90 90 p66=−0.041 0.90

M2�as�
�i� , Fig. 2�d� X3 q=3 ¯ 0 90 90 90 90 90 83.2 p42=0.109 1.04

M2�as�
�i� , Fig. 2�d� X1 q=3 0 90 90 90 90 90 90 83.2 r62=0 0
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